Awaken Organic
The artfully sculpted sprayface of the Awaken Organic series were inspired by the purposeful patterns, symmetries and rhythms found in nature.

Awaken Geometric
A modern look with simple, architectural forms, the Geometric Series coordinates with contemporary faucets and accessories.

Showerheads and Handshowers

O110 Multifunction showerhead 72425N-CP

O110 Multifunction handshower 72421N-CP

G110 Multifunction showerhead 72418N-CP

G110 Multifunction handshower 72415N-CP

Experience the Nature of Force

Wide Drench Mode
Wide Coverage Spray is an encompassing spray great for everyday use.

Intense Drench Mode
Intense drenching spray delivers a forceful spray ideal for rinsing soap from hair.

Massage Mode
Targeted spray is a focused stream for targeting sore muscles or use as a utility spray. One of Kohler's most powerful sprays.